Minutes: 3rd Meeting, COSHA
Abhimanyu Arora, Convener
Date:19th October, 2013


Called to order at 9:27 pm

1. Announcements and Remarks
The President brought to light the Cosha that inspite of agreeing on the issue of washing
machines,only 2 halls requested for it. He requested all the halls to make sensible use of the
DCF.
2. To discuss the issues of various festival posters defacing walls of the hostel.


Representative of Hall 8 informed the Cosha that the posters of various festivals and events
posters of various councils are stuck on the walls of the hostels which lead to defacing of
walls.



The President said he'll send a mail to all the councils and festivals to put up the posters in
their specified locations. If it is not followed halls to complain to their warden and Deputy
Director

3. To discuss the Central Cycle Auctioning.
The President, Student Gymkhana informed the Cosha that a centralized cycle auctioning is
to take place and the money will go to medical emergency fund. Also,it was made clear that
the abandoned cycles DO NOT belong to the respective halls.
4. To discuss the shifting of GH2.
New RA apartments has the desired rooms to accomodate phd's and a mess will also be
established. The GH HEC was asked to inform the Cosha about the requirements of the 120
girls concerned.
5. To discuss about the requirements of AC in different halls.


The President informed the Cosha that if the hostels require an AC in their reading room or
CC, they can write a mail through their warden to the IWD.



The HEC's should make a comprehensive report about their requirements.



Hall 3 HEC pointed out that they require an ac in their music room. It was suggested that
they pursue it through their wardens.



The President asked the halls to state their requirements of AC in CC and warden office.



The President asked the halls to discuss among themselves to discuss the probable locations
of a mini library.



The 3rd CoSHA meeting was adjourned at 10:19PM.

